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5G Use Cases in Everyday Life
5G promises to make 4G speeds look pedestrian by comparison.
Where 4G allows you to download full HD movies, 5G will see you
downloading 4K HDR just as quickly.
Awesome speed, combined with ultra-low latency, will

at home, light bulbs and your electricity meter to send and

unlock huge possibilities via the Internet of Things (IoT).

receive data.

IoT refers to the conﬂuence of cloud-based software,

Millions more interconnected devices will go online in the

embedded sensors and transmitters, which already allow

coming years, and they’ll be able to use 5G’s impressive

everyday objects like your smartwatch, the ‘smartfridge’

networks to transfer massive amounts of data in real time.

Potential Uses of 5G

Remote Surgery
Remote surgery is already being investigated: 5G compatible prototypes of
wearable ‘haptic’ gloves which allow surgeons to feel and touch in virtual reality
are already being looked at by doctors, working with technology pioneers, at
King’s College in London. It’s too slow at the moment, with response times of
existing robotic equipment, designed to perform surgery with remote guidance,
measured in seconds. 5G will overcome the existing latency issues, which are
putting oﬀ hospitals from adopting this technology at the moment.
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Virtual Reality
The high speed and low latency of 5G will enable users of Virtual
Reality (VR) to chat and interact in real-time with live-streaming virtual
worlds. Immersive ﬁlms, concerts and gaming are already possible, and
5G will enable immersive education, shared personal moments and
social interactions in real-time with a uniform experience and
no buﬀering.

Drones
Ultra-low latency will enable the ‘highway in the sky,’ as existing drone applications
for video, emergency access, smart delivery and defence will make use
of real-time communication in rapidly changing conditions.

Augmented Reality
The Pokemon Go craze from a while back introduced Augmented Reality (AR) to
many of us, but AR is also already being eﬀectively used in business. Ikea and Houzz
have developed AR apps to allow you to see their furniture placed in your home,
Hyundai have launched an augmented reality users manual and Israel’s national water
company have deployed AR smart glasses with an app that allows remote ﬁeld engineers to
access help from experts around the world. 5G will revolutionise
immersive AR experiences, making them faster and with zero lag time.

Autonomous Cars
Companies like Google and Uber are already investing in driverless cars - 5G networks
will enable these vehicles to be fully autonomous. Instantaneous Vehicle 2 Vehicle (V2V)
conversations will have a signiﬁcant impact on road safety, allowing vehicles to communicate
without delay so they can make quick, eﬀective (and potentially life-saving) decisions.
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